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Luc Smeyers, Belgium
Gozpodin
Honoured Guests
Dear Colleagues, chers collegues, liebe Kollegen
Ladies and Gentlemen
I am very proud to open my first European Police
Sports Conference of the USPE as President. In
fact I am so proud that I put on my best uniform.
Not to impress or distract the audience but to
show that we are proud to wear it.
Dear Friends, in my homeland I am known as the
Belgian Fidel Castro, not for my cigars but for my
very long speeches. But please don’t panic, I
took some therapy and my therapist is sure it will
improve... one day.
Let me first of all thank you for your trust. It is a
great honour to lead an international sports
organisation with the long tradition of the USPE.
Next year we will celebrate our 60th birthday. We
are the official sports union for all policemen and
–women in 40 European countries.
USPE enables our athletes to compete with their
colleagues in high level sports events. Through
sports, a universal language, police men and
women can get to know each other, learn about
their way of living and policing.
We are officially acknowledged by the IOC, the
UEFA and many other national and European
sports associations. The Olympic ideals are very
dear to the USPE. They inspire us to promote top

level sport as well as sport for all. The Olympic
mission is shared by the USPE in our efforts to
promote sport for police women, to fight doping
and to protect our athletes health. We choose
Olympic sports disciplines and enable our coworkers to improve their psychical and mental
condition, their vitality and their professional
skills. In doing so we help them perform and
serve the public even better. I am glad the IOC
and his President Doctor Jacques Rogge
appreciates and supports the work of the USPE
and the police in general and hope they will
continue to do so.
Each year we organise at least 4 European
Championships and every 2 years international
conferences like this one. During these
conferences we exchange knowledge and
experiences on themes like sports and security,
safety and public order, the fight against doping,
cooperation between the USPE and other sports
federation.
Our first conference took place in 2005 in
Lübeck. In interactive workshops we discussed
topics like the promotion of police women in
sport, the pro’s en con’s of sponsoring and sports
medicine. In 2007 the second edition brought us
to the Olympic city of Lausanne. Here we
focused on the fight against violence in sport.
Needless to say we were impressed by the
Olympic museum. Believe it or not but even our
colleague of Miami Vice, television- and movie

star Don Johnson came to greet us during a
reception.
And now we are here, in the splendid historical
city of Sankt Petersburg, once the capital of
Russia and if I can believe the rumours still the
beating heart of the Russian Federation. A place
to be and to see. 2009 will be the year we will
learn from the present and look for the future of
police sports.
Our Russian hosts have prepared with us a
exciting program with speakers from the
academic, political and police world. It will be an
opportunity to share the best practices and worst
nightmares with colleagues from every corner of
Europe. They are symbolic for the great variety in
the USPE. Not always easy to manage but a
richness we should all cherish. I hope we will
have fruitful and open discussions and return
home with useful ideas, new friendships and
better understanding of each other’s opinion. In
that case I will consider this conference a job well
done.
I would like to use this forum to give you an
update on the recent USPE-activities.
The 2008 congress in Paris was the starting shot
for a new episode in the history of the USPE. Our
French colleagues deserve a well-earned
compliment for their excellent organisation. Only
a week later I had the pleasure to open the
European Wrestling Championship on Russian
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soil in Moscow. It was another good memory of
Russia to treasure.
Over the past months, European Skiing,
Volleyball and Swimming Championships were
organised in quick succession in Sweden,
Bulgaria and Spain. Thanks to the organisers'
efforts, our athletes were able to compete under
the best possible conditions. In turn, they
rewarded us with top class performances and a
positive attitude, proving that quality of
organisation translates into quality of sporting
achievement!
Alongside the sporting highlights, we also saw
the launch of our new website, which has
undergone a true transformation. With its fresh
and dynamic look it is now an invitation to browse
and discover what's on offer. It has also become
more user-friendly and topical, and actually
represents an important accomplishment in
support of our internal and external
communications, the website being our visiting
card, of course. Following the many enthusiastic
responses I have received, I am convinced of the
need to continue working towards state of the art
communication means.

first time in their new configuration. I would like to
thank the organisers in Portugal and Ukraine for
their hospitality.
Among other issues, the executive committee
discussed our 2009/2012 policy planning and the
financial situation of the USPE and the member
countries. Naturally, we also considered the
negative effects of the economic crisis. We
cannot be blind for the problems this crisis is
causing for many of our members. Therefore we
should spend every euro or Swiss Franc
carefully. I am sure our new treasurer Harry
Brüngger will agree.
Furthermore, the agenda of our Executive
Committee also covered the possible cooperation
between the USPE and USIP. I am happy to
welcome a representative of Kuwait Police
Sports Association. He will give us some insight
in the development of sport in police forces in the
Arab world. The USPE can be an important
partner in the promotion of police sports
worldwide. A pragmatic step by step approach
could mean that we match our sports calendars
and disciplines. You never know if we will enjoy
World Police Summer and Winter Games one
day.

In order to continue the anti-doping battle, a new
Disciplinary Commission and Disciplinary Court
of Appeal were set up. In December they will
have their first joined meeting.
As decided in Paris we have also established a
working group to consider and research two
congress proposals. Working group members will
consider two important questions: can high-level
athletes participate in our European
championships, and can civilian police staff also
be admitted to our European championships?
The complementary team work of the executive
committee, the technical committee and the
secretary general is of crucial importance. I am
certain that together we shall be able to meet the
high expectations that our members place in us.
To conclude, I want to thank the Government of
the Russian Federation, the President of the
Russian Militia Sports Federation and the entire
organization team on behalf of all participants. As
usual the Russian people welcomed us with a lot
of friendship in this wonderful city.
Long live the Police, Long live sports and long
live USPE !

At management level, the Executive Committee
and the Technical Commission have met for the
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Hélène Martini, France
REFLECTIONS ON THE FUTURE OF SPORTS
WITHIN THE POLICE
Dear President, dear Vice Presidents, dear
friends of the USPE,
I would like to contribute my modest share to our
reflections concerning the evolution of sports in
future. I think that we should take the opportunity
to think about the context in which sportive
activity is taking place and maybe to touch on the
contribution of sports to the physical fitness of
policemen. Indeed, physical fitness is more and
more required and essential to fulfil our tasks
which become more and more delicate, not to
say dangerous.
This observation leads me to think in two
directions: on one hand, I am asking myself
whether it is correct to always require a medical
check up before practising any sportive activity.
On the other hand, I would like to talk to you
about the experiment that we are carrying out in
France by testing the policemen in order to
assess their physical fitness. The conception is
simple and to organize the tests is easy.

deformity or pathology which may in fact turn the
sportive activity into a danger to the policeman’s
health.
This is a quite simple examination which allows
to check whether a policeman is fit for doing
sports. It does not always avoid unpleasant
surprises but it became an obligatory practice in
France due to the effective Sports Code
(therefore applicable to policemen but also to any
civilian person who practises a sportive activity).
The doctor may be selected by the sportsman
and is not necessarily a doctor of the police. The
sportsman may consult any doctor of his choice.
The doctor then establishes an aptitude
certificate for a certain physical activity and
hands it over to the sportsman. The sportsman
himself delivers this certificate to the responsible
person of the organization of his sportive activity.
The sports federations gather these medical
certificates; they may authorize the sportsmen to
practise a physical activity or take part in
competitions.
This certificate is to be renewed every year.

1) Participation of the federations in the
medical observation of the policemen
(medical check up before any physical
activity)
The aim of such a medical examination,
practised by a doctor, is to detect any kind of

Of course the idea is not to degenerate into
bureaucratic formalism but to prove, by means of
this very basic examination, that the policeman is
in a position to practise a sport without running
the risk of an accident. By organizing this
preliminary medical check up, the sports

federations would have a share in the medical
observation of policemen and, in a certain way,
in an operation of public health concerning
policemen in particular.
We could ask ourselves as well whether it would
be pertinent to introduce a specific sports
assessment test to provide every sportsman with
his sports profile including his strong and his
weak points.
2) The sports federations could suggest the
competent ministry setting up a physical
fitness test
In countries where the sports federations are
receiving subsidies from the Interior Ministry or
the Police Administration, they could suggest
them setting up a physical fitness test enabling
every policeman who does this test to know his
strong points and learn details about his physical
fitness; this test may remain confidential and only
be delivered to the interested person.
But we could also imagine that this test could be
part of the yearly assessment of job-related skills
or of the recruitment process for special units.
I would like to introduce to you a test which has
been carried out in France on a trial basis and
which we would like to propose to our
administration.
This test called « diagnoform » has been created
by sports and health professionals. It has been
5

used for the first time at a police school. In
France, but I know that they are also required in
other countries, physical tests are used as part of
the selection procedure for recruiting policemen
at every level of the hierarchy (from the constable
up to the police officer and the superintendent).
At school, police students are continuously
participating in physical activity but as soon as
they start working in their jobs, a decrease of
their physical fitness can be noticed (except for
those who practise sports in a civilian club or
within the police but on a high level).
The advantage of this test is that it allows to
check whether you are fit and which are, from the
physical point of view, your strong points, where
you are weak and where you have the possibility
to progress.

Due to the fact that this test is easy to set up and
requires little equipment, it allows a quick mass
survey at low cost and, above all, which is easy
to interpret.
Diagnoform comprises a series of 9 tests which
are based on the following 5 major physical
qualities :
-

stamina,
strength,
speed,
coordination,
suppleness

The exercises are easy: jumps, runs, press-ups
have been calibrated according to a points
system which enables the evaluation of the
respective physical quality.
The sportsman

knows then which are the sportive qualities he
disposes of and which ones he must improve in
order to achieve better performances.
The advantage of diagnoform is that it is
applicable to everybody, irrespective of the
sports level of the test subject. A diagnosis of the
physical qualities is even possible for persons
who do not practise any sports. On the contrary,
this evaluation may represent a good starting
point before returning to a sportive activity. It also
allows the evaluation of the physical fitness of
policemen at any time of their career.
Should this assessment test be of interest to you,
a demonstration would be possible during one of
our next meetings.
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Oskar Bjartmarz, Island
Dear colleagues, sportsfriends and guests

I am the Chairman of the Nordic Police Sports
Federation and will address you regarding the
ways to develop Police Sport inside USPE from
our point of view. But first we have to view the
story.
The Nordic Police Sports Federation was
founded in 1969 by representatives from Police
Sports Federations from Denmark, Norway,
Sweden and Finland. Iceland later became
members of the federation in1982.
Sweden were the first of the Nordic nations to
have a Police Sports Federation and they did so
in 1925. Sweden then took the initiative along
with others to form the Nordic Police Sports
Federation in 1969 as I previously stated and
then they did the same concerning USPE, Union
Sportive de Europe, in 1950 in Paris.
Before founding the Nordic Police Sports
Federation some Nordic Police Championships
were arranged in Track and Field etc.
Within the Nordic Police Sports Federation we
arrange 11 Nordic Championships in 13 different
sports, Football, Handball, Volleyball, Golf,
Shooting, Cross Country , Orienteering, Track
and Field, Judo, Weight- and Power lifting,
Wrestling, Skiing and Swimming.

Various activities have been tried regarding the
development of Police Sports Championships
within the Nordic Police Sports Federation in the
past years. For a while there were Open Nordic
Police Championships but they were
unsuccessful and were therefore cancelled.
There have been Championships that were
completely paid for by sponsors but those
Championships were cancelled mainly because
the sponsors ran out of money and were not able
to support Police Sport anymore. Nationals
tournaments have also been held in different
sports between individual Nordic Police Sports
Federation and other European Police Sports
Federation. These tournaments have proved to
be very successful and hopefully they will be
continued in the future.
The cooperation between the Nordic nations has
always been built on integrity, honesty,
consideration towards each other and respect for
the opponent on the field.
The Nordic nations are mostly built on the same
cultural, moral- and legal standards. This is
important because by having very good
cooperation between the nations it makes our
organisation really constructive and succesful.
I have taken part in International Police sports
cooperation since 1982 first through the Nordic
Police Sports Federation and then USPE. That
same year I attended my first USPE congress

which was held in Zurich Switzerland. I have
been to every USPE Congresses since then as a
Delegate or member of the Executive Committee,
excluding one Congress in Avila, Spain in 1986
when I was present as a guest. In these
Congresses I have experienced many things
both good and bad.
In my opinion the bad things happened when the
Congress was controlled by unfairness and
intimidation. I also believe that on occasions
there has been abnormal interference in the
election of people for the Executive or Technical
Committee positions.
Another issue that has created restlessness is to
do with admitting new Nations into USPE.
Sometimes new Nations have had a right to vote
before they have been officially approved as
members whereas other have not had that voting
right until the next Congress. This in my opinion
has depended on the Executive Committee in the
congress thinking whether or not they will profit
from the votes from the new Nations. This has
occasionally been a problem with the USPE
Congress.
I would like to say that under the present
Secretary General, Dietmar Schönhoff it has
been different and he deserves congratulations
for his work as the Secretary General of USPE.
But our main problem remains regarding who
has the right to compete in USPE
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Championships. According to arcticle 23, point 3,
“participants should be police officers”. This is an
issue that has been a sort of a taboo to speak
about within the USPE. Efforts have been made
to stop illegal participants to compete in our
Championships by setting the rule that
competitors have to show their policebadges and
passports or to prove by some other means that
they are in fact police officers. At the USPE
Congress in Budapest 2006 I experinced for the
first time an honest and open discussion on this
matter. Some Delegates described the way this
was handled by their nations. I did not
necessarily agree with everything that was said
there but I got a better insight into their thinking
and their individual circumstances.
It is fundamental that we can sit down and talk
about these matters honestly and make each
other aware of what is behind the decision about
who competes for each country involved. Europe
doesn´t have the “luxury” that Nordic nations
have, like I said before we have almost the same
cultural, moral and legal mind-set in 5 different
nations. Within Europe there is a broader mindset and it can be very different from one nation
to another although there may of course be some
nations that have a very similar mind-set to the
Nordic nations. On the other hand, if there is a
determination to cheat then there is not much to
talk about. It is very clear to the Nordic nations
that only those who are police officers and have
a police badge should have the right to compete
in Championships that are held by NPIF or
USPE. Lately there has been talks about
expanding the right to compete in USPE

Championships to every employee within the
police departments. The Nordic Police Sports
Federation has not made a joint decision on this
matter but personally I think we need to consider
this carefully. Should we not first of all solve the
problems we have been dealing with regarding
who are police officers or not and therefore
eligible to compete in our Championships.
Taking more nations into USPE has inflicted
more cost for the member nations. The
Championships now have bigger numbers of
competitors and we have to arrange more and
more preliminary groups or matches. To meet
this the Executive Committee and the Technical
committee have been expanded which again is
more expensive.
Most of the USPE Championships are already
too big and for many of the USPE member
countries too expensive to consider hosting.
Some nations stand out when it comes to hosting
Championships and this is much appreciated. At
one time the preliminary groups were worked out
in a way that the nations competing were
assembled in one place and then all the cost of
travelling-, accommodation and arrangement
costs were split equally between the nations.
Sadly this was discontinued for various reasons.
Today each nation pays their own travelling
expenses and entry fees to the host. The host
pays for the arrangements and accommodation
costs. In football the nations that make it into the
finals have to play 2/3 games with these
expenses.

To me it seems that this expense is starting to
affect the participation in the events with
preliminary rounds which will bring about less
participation. What do we need to do?
We have to examine all means to make things
cheaper, maybe with regional qualifiers, by
organizing Championships venues with the
cheapest transportation routes etc. Another point
that is connected to this through the cost is the
facilities for the competitors and especially the
accommodation. In the Nordic Police Sports
Federations we have set some ground rules
regarding the facilities and we believe that the
same should happen within USPE. With this we
are not demanding 4* hotels but we do believe
that there has to be some rules about things like
size of the rooms and number of persons in one
room, sanitary standards etc. These rules are
necessary so that the competitors always know
what to expect regarding the facilities that they
will have and also to prevent frustation between
competitors.
There is one problem that has come up in recent
years and that is doping. On one hand we are
talking about substances that are generally
allowed but not for use for sportsmen or women
and on the other hand illegal drugs. It has
happened that doping tests taken from
competors in USPE Championships have proved
positive. USPE has been addressing this issue
for some time but we need to do better. We have
to impose more stringent penalties, possibly by
making the competitors nation more responsible.
Also by raising awarness amongst the
8

competitors in USPE Championships and
informing them of the consequenses of taking
illegal substances can bring.
It is my opinion when invitations are sent out to
member Nations to enter a Championship it

should contain a brochure from USPE
highlighting all necessary information competitors
need to be aware of to compete in that
Championships.

In the end, I want to say that I hope this sports
conference will be successfull and I wish USPE
all the best in the future where integrity, respect
and justice will be paramount in everyones
thinking.
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Petar Georgiev, Bulgaria
SPECIFICS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS MOVEMENT OF
THE POLICE FORCES
Senior research associate II degree Petar
Georgiev, Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences
Bulgarian Police Sports Association –
Ministry of Interior
Key words:
organisations
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sport,
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The global financial and economic crisis brought
a more different environment – appearance of
many national, regional, political, social, cultural
crises … with tendencies for forming of new ones
as well. It is inevitable for the crisis to have an
effect on the integration in the area of the
European police sport. But that should not be
allowed to happen, because for the policemen
the sports interaction appears as a natural side of
a varied professional activity and it is a form for
keeping in good health, building up physical and
psychological balance, formation of social
relations and achieving of results in all level
competitions. Limitation of the crisis influence
may be done by understanding of the main
reasons and taking the necessary steps.
The purpose of the actual publication is to
present and analyze the strategic orientation and
the organizational structure of sport within the
police forces, the structures, which realize it and

to determine requirements for optimization of the
work of the European Police Sports Union.

championships and presentation of their
departments in the International associations.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The regional sports unions are associations of
national organisations of neighbouring countries,
which have interests in common and similar
activities not only in the sports area. They are not
members of the international sports
organisations. They are responsible for the
coordination of sport on regional level and for the
organization of the regional championships.
Examples of such unions are the North Police
Sports Association (NPSF)* and the Balkan
Police Sports Union (USPB) [1].

The existing structure of the international sports
movement of the police forces is diverse. Despite
the common aim – “Wide development of the
international sports relations as means for
achievement of professional cooperation and
friendship” and the similarity of the tasks, which
they pursue, one united governing body is
missing. In the international sports system, built
by independent units we could determine two
models as follows – European and American.
1. European model of sport
What characterizes the European model of sport
is its organization in a system of associations
with four levels: first level – sports clubs, second
level – national sports organisations, third level –
regional sports unions, fourth level – European
and International sports unions (fig. 1)

The top of the international sports movement is
formed by the international sports unions, which
are organized according to the same principles –
International Police Sports Union (USIP),
European Police Sports Union (USPЕ),
International Police Association (IРА) [2,3,4].

The sports clubs аre the smallest structural units,
which offer to every police officer to participate in
the sports activity within the limits of his / her
department. The club organizes territorial
championships and coordinates the sports
activities on territorial level.
Usually members of the national sports
organisations are all territorial clubs. They control
all main sports matters – organization of national

Figure. 1. European model of sports organization
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All structures in the pyramid realize their activity
on the basis of statutes, rules, established in
order to take care of their right functioning and
development. Statutes regulate equality, regular
gatherings, elections and accountability of the
managing bodies. A certain subject can become
a member if acknowledges the statute and pays
the determined annual fee.
The organisations are guided by congresses. In
accordance to the statutes, the congresses are
gathered every two or four years and deal with
the main questions, concerning the
organization`s activity – change of the statute,
administrative and financial matters, election of
managing bodies, strategy acceptance, approve
of sports regulations and sports calendars. The
organization of the work during the time between
congresses is realized by managing boards. In
the last few years it became a practice to
establish associate commissions (technical,
referees, anti-doping, etc.), which deal with
specific problems and bring them for discussion
and approve from the board.
The competitions are planned in sports calendars
and they take place at certain period of time and
in different kinds of sports. Most of the events are
organized, according to the international sports
federations` rules while only in some of them
there are specific changes made.
The number of participants is determined.
According to the specific requirements the
following groups can be determined:

• competitions in which participate only police
officers practising amateur sport – such events
are organized by the International police
association (IРА);
• competitions in which participate police officers
practising amateur sport and police officers who
are elite sportsmen – such events are organized
within the International police sports union, the
European police sports union and the Balkan
police sports union.
Financial sources for the European model sports
organisations are as follows:
• state funding. The governmental sector
annually provides money for financing of a
concrete competition, for administrative
expenses (offices, salaries) etc.;
• membership fees – members pay annual fees
to the organization they belong to and sometimes
they also pay fee for participation in a particular
event.
• advertising and sponsorship. The means from
granting rights are comparatively limited. We
could find explanation for that situation in the
guaranteed funding of the sports practice from
the police forces themselves.
The research of the European police sports
model could not be finished if we do not pay the
necessary attention to the connection between
the police forces and the national police sports
associations. Despite the unite characteristics
mentioned above what was specified is that there
exist certain differences regarding the specifics of
the managing rules. According to them two
main groups may be formed.

Representatives of the first group are countries
like France*, Italy*, Greece*, Romania*, Ukraine,
Russia, Bulgaria [10,17,18]. In these countries
the role of the national police sports associations
is regulated in line with the goals of the police
services. In their structures are established
organizational regular units for sports and
physical training. These subdivisions are
obliged to work in a close cooperation with the
public sports departments. The personnel include
permanently appointed organizers, coaches and
competitors. The money for funding of the events
comes from the budget of the police
departments.
Put on such a basis (work and public) police
sport is used with a great public recognition and
has an essential benefit to the development of
the state sports systems. The prestige gained
finds its realization in the cooperation with other
national and regional sports organisations. For
example the German police sports union is a
member of the German Olympic federation
(DOSB) [13]. Police sport within the frames of the
ex communist countries is in a close relation with
the sports associations Guardia (Poland),
Dinamo (Romania), Dinamo (Ukraine), Levski
(Bulgaria), Dinamo (Russia), which until the
changes of the regime have been departmental
and still keep their past status to a certain extent.
A bit more different is the model for development
of police sport in the countries like Norway*,
Sweden*, Austria, Great Britain, Demark
[8,12,14]. There are no regular sports structures
within the police or specialized units for elite
11

sportsmen. The public national police sports
associations have their sports independence.
Their managing committees take their own
decisions and work seldom in cooperation with
the governing bodies of police services. The
activity is performed by public personnel. Despite
that independence, some countries like Norway
receive governmental grants in aid.
2. Model of the sport in the USA
From an organizational point of view this is not a
very popular model, but it has specifics, which
allow us to think that it is quite effective. Its
characteristics are formed on the principle,
according to which the model itself is established,
i.e. “Free practice and taking into account only
the sports rules without submission to the
organizational hierarchical dependence”.
The organisations in the USA are called
federations [5,6,7]. Regardless to the definition
for a federation (union of organisations having

definite legal independence), they do not have
joint members – national sports organisations.
They are independent and the police services to
not interfere in their work. The federations are
managed by boards of directors consisting of
police officers and firemen from the departments
in the USA.
There are three American federations:
Federation of the World Police and Fire Games,
Federation of the International Law Enforcement
Games and Federation of the World Police and
Fire Winter Games. In spite of being different
legal subjects, their activities are established in
such a way that annually there is one winter and
one summer sports event organized. The idea of
the games is to attract as bigger number of
participants as possible. Characteristic of the
regulations is:

• right of participation of active and retired police
officers and firemen and as well as family
members and guests;
• no restrictions in the number of participants per
country;
• the participants are separated in age groups;
• in the programs a big number of sports is
included (table 1).
The federations, owners of the games, together
with the hosts work out event marketing in order
to provide the necessary amount of money. The
marketing includes events connected to the
coactivity with the local managements in order to
provide the necessary funds, use of the sports
facilities on preferable prices, granting of
advertising areas, sale counters, hotel
infrastructure, souvenirs, sponsorship,
organization of other events like excursions,
dinners, etc. All competitors pay their own
expenses for accommodation, food, participation
fee.
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Table 1
Sports included in the World Police and Fire Games and in the International Law Enforcement Games
badminton
basketball 3х3
basketbal 5х5
baseball
biathlon
billiards
bodybuilding
boxing
wrestling
bowling
boardsailing
stair race
water polo
water-ski
volleyball
mountain cycling
grading police dogs
rowing
golf
darts
judo
decathlon
wrist wrestling

canoe marathon
canoe in still waters
colocross
cycling
karate
equestrian
crunches
cross
body building
curling
track and field
shooting
motocross
motocycling
netball
orienteering
paint ball
beach volleyball
swimming
open water swimming
police pentathlon
fishing
rugby

septathlon
squash
softball
sports shooting
archery
rifle air
rifle large / small bore
sporting clays
taekwondo
tug of war
tennis
table tennis
triathlon
windsurfing
football
softball
indoor football
handball
hockey on grass
roller skate hockey
chess
cycling street

Following the forming elements of both models of police sport, the most characteristic features could be summarized as follows (table 2).
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Table 2
Characteristic features of the models of police sport worldwide
Positions
Aims
Structure
Management
Competitions

Participation

Financial sources

Interference

European model of sport
Preparation of long term strategies.
System of associations:
I level - clubs, II level - national organisations, III level - regional,
European and international unions.
Congresses, managing committees, assistant commissions.
Sports calendars, which include different kinds of sports.
Competitions in each sport are organized in a certain period of
time.
• active police officers;
• the number of participants of each country is determined.
The sources are ordered according to their level of importance:
• state funds;
• national sports organisations` funds;
• membership fees, advertising and sponsorship.
In most of the countries there is a relation between the police
services and the national sports associations, which leads to
imposing of aims and control on the activities.

In conclusion, this analysis gives us an
opportunity to express the following ideas for the
development of the European Police Sports
Union:
1.To contact and exchange ideas with other
international organisations working in the police
sport area in order to apply the following
rational practices:

American model of sport
Activity realization for a short period of time.
The federations have no team members like national organisations and
therefore there is no hierarchal dependence.
Board of directors
• Sports games in a big number of sports.
• Age groups in each sport.
• Active and retired policemen, firemen, members of their families and
guests;
• No limit of the number of participants from each country;
Working out of a marketing of the event.

They are independent and there is no interference in their activity from the
police services.

– optimization of the number and types of
sports in the sports calendar on the basis of
the needs of the police officers;
– widening of the range of participants in the
European Police Championships according
to the point of view of the professional, social
and health effect;

– finding of reserves for a marketing research
and realization of ways for funding the sports
events.
2.An overall strategy for supporting the national
sports associations, members of USPE to be
formulated and in this respect to be established
contacts with the governing bodies of the police
services.
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Petar Georgiev, Bulgaria
BALKAN POLICE SPORTS UNION (USPB) –
ESSENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Senior research associate II degree Petar
Georgiev, Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences
Bulgarian Police Sports Association –
Ministry of Interior
Key words: police, sport, police sports
organisations
th

th

In the beginning of the 90 years of the 20
century the Balkan Peninsula was characterized
with high dynamics of the social and economical
processes. Those caused anxiety and made
some countries look for allies and support. A
process of unity, synchronization and
cooperation began..
An important institution which provides for the
formation of the external policy regarding the
Balkan security is the Ministry of Interior. In its
multilateral international activity (immigration,
drugs, organized crime, etc.) is admitted that one
of the opportunities for immediate rapprochement
is the phenomenon “sport”.
Central place for the establishment of the Balkan
sports policy of the Ministries of Interior take the
Bulgarian – Romania sports contacts. During
1990 experts came to an agreement for the
establishment of the Balkan Police Sports Union.
A year later on 22.11.1991 in Bucharest was held
the founding conference. Today members of the

Union are: Albania, Bulgaria, Cyprus, FYR
Macedonia, Greece, Romania, Serbia and
Turkey.
USPB aims stimulation of the physical education,
sport, socio-cultural and entertainment activity
within the frames of the ministries of interior and
public order on the Balkans. With its activity it
helps the professional training of the employees,
stimulates the members of the Union to
participate in the international police sports
activities, strengthens friendship and exchange of
experience in the area of the physical education
and sport.
1. Governing bodies. The organization is
managed by a Congress, which takes place
every two years. The place and the dates are
determined at the last forum by consensus or
rotation in an alphabetical order of the countries.
The congress approves the statutes and the
necessary changes, elects executive committee
and technical commission, takes reports of the
events, discusses and approves project of a
sports calendar, accepts new members. The
office of the union is in the country of the
president, chosen at the last congress.
The executive committee consists of active police
officers, whose candidature is proposed by the
national sports organisations. It includes
president, vice-president, general secretary and
members. The president and the general
secretary come from the same country. If a

position becomes vacant between congresses,
the respective country offers another person.
The technical commission consists of
representatives of each country member of
USPB. The chairman of the TC comes from the
sports organization of the president of the union.
Meetings of the EC are held during every
championship, while meeting of the TC – only
when it is necessary.
2. Sports activity. The events organized by the
Balkan police sports union are Balkan police
championships, bilateral and multilateral sports
activities, meetings for exchange of experience –
professional, cultural, etc.
At each congress the sports events are included
in the USPB`s sports calendar, which changes
with absolute majority. Two are the main sports
disciplines in which championships have been
organized all the years of existing of the union –
skiing (slalom and giant slalom) and football.
Championships are organized in karate, judo,
orienteering, shooting, swimming, track and field,
cross country, police marathon, tennis.
At congress in 2007 in Bulgaria, Rules and
regulations of the USPB and the sports calendar
for the years 2008-2009 are approved. (table 1).
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Table 1
Sports calendar 2008-2009
2008
Sport discipline
Karate
Shooting
Football
preliminaries – group
1
Football
preliminaries – group
2

2009
Venue

Sport discipline

Venue

Bulgaria
Cyprus

cross country
Judo

Turkey
Romania

FYR Macedonia

Football finals

Bulgaria - Romania

Romania

Congress in 2010

Shooting. Organised according to the rules of the
I.S.S.F. The disciplines are precise shooting 30
bullets and rapid shooting 30 bullets.

Judo. Organised according to the rules of the
E.J.U. in the following categories: men - 66 kg,
73 kg, 81 kg, 90 kg, 100 kg, +100 kg; women 52 kg, 57 kg, 63 kg, 70 kg, 78 kg, +78 kg.

Karate. Organised according to the rules of the
WKF. Disciplines kata and kumite (women - open
category, men category 70 kg, 80 kg, +80 kg)
and team kumite.
Wrestling. The championship is only for men and
is organized according to the rules of FILA for
graeco – roman and free style. Weight
categories: 60 kg, 66 kg, 74 kg, 84 kg, 96 kg, 120
kg.

Cross country. Organised according to the rules
of the IAAF. The trace is round with length of
8000 м for men and 4000 м for women.
Football. The championship takes place in two
years. The teams are separated in two groups
and play preliminary rounds according to the
system round robin. The teams that take the first
places in the groups play on the final of the
championship in the country which also host the
regular congress of the union.
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Sandrino-Livio Dirckx, Netherlands
Police sports development in the Netherlands
“Return of investment”

Dutch National Police Sport organization (NPSB est. 1930
Presentation by Sandro L. Dircks, managing director NPSB

NPSB > 60.000 members
Organized by members of the Dutch police and the Royal Military Police (KMAR)•Member of NOC*NSF
 •Yearly donation by Board Chiefs of Police
 •No exception in membership
 •National sport office NPSB
 •Organized only by police volunteers into 20 kinds of sports
 •Sponsorship with police related organizations •(NIKE, police health insurance CZ etc.)

20 kinds of sports











Athletics
Shooting
Judo
Bicycling
Soccer
Basketball
Volleyball
Handball
Tennis
Table tennis












Squash
Sailing
Survival
Skating
Sport fishing
Diving
Golf
Skeet/trap
Klootschieten
Kaatsen
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Communicaion
NPSB magazine and website
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Project Topsport Dutch police
18 Top athletes join the police force and assist with health and fit programs

Chiefs of police: “return of investment”
Future change kinds of sport; more related on police profession

Kinds of sports that has an relation with the police profession and stimulate the need of fit and health of police officers.
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New future development of police sport (return of investment)


Police related:



Adoption (recreation) sports:

- Athletics
- Shooting
- Judo-(karate etc.)
- Swimming
- Bicycle sports



Adopted by police regions:

- Golf
- Skeet/trap
- Sportfishing
- Sailing etc.

-USPE sports

Action plan for the future of police sports




October 2009 >
Advice by TG advisors
Discussion with new board NPSB
Discussion and agree commission representatives of national
delegates






December 2009
Presentation future plan on national meeting delegates NPSB
Elections
2010 > 2011
implementation new NPSB plan
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Fred Kusserow, Germany
rd

3 USPE Conference in St. Petersburg on
26.09.09
1

Presentation delivered by POR Kusserow,
Chairman of the German Police Sports Board of
Trustees (DPSK Deutsches
Polizeisportkuratorium)
The future development of police sport in
Germany
Outline
1.
2.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Introduction
Police sport during working hours
Competitive sports
Promotion of high-performance sports
Training in operational policing tactics
Sport for health & fitness and injury
prevention
2.5 Corporate health management
3. Public relations/networking
4. Senior police officers

1. Introduction
The German Police Sports Board of Trustees
(DPSK) was set up about 60 years ago and
constitutes a governing body responsible for
police sport in Germany.

1

All 16 German federal states as well as the
Federal Police are members and represented by
one delegate, each.
Apart from that, there is an advisory body, the socalled Technical Committee. This Technical
Committee is headed by the Senior Technical
Director and embraces one technical director for
each discipline in which championships are held
within the German police forces as well as a
technical director for health & fitness and injury
prevention.
The DPSK has a ‚Perspective Plan“ dating back
to 1993 which outlines the strategic orientation of
police sport during working hours. A working
group was set up for the purpose of updating this
plan with the primary objective of adjusting it to
contemporary policing. However, a new DPSK
‘Perspective Plan’ will not be adopted before
autumn 2010.
2. Police sport during working hours
Due to the special conditions and challenges of
policing and the commitment of law enforcement
officers to keep fit which goes along with that,
police decrees applicable to the Federal Police
and the federal states embrace rules and
regulations on police sport during working hours.
In accordance with these rules police officers
have the possibility of doing up to four hours of
sport per month during their working hours.

Our primary goal is to provide up-to-date
possibilities of doing sport during working hours,
mainly encouraging officers who are not so fond
of sport to engage in some sort of physical
exercise.
This way we intend to reach a large number of
police officers and not only a comparatively small
group of high performance and competitive
athletes.
Officers are to be given an incentive to do more
sports in their spare time to keep fit in order to
meet the special requirements of policing.
2.1 Competitive sports
In this day and age, while we are witnessing a
declining number of police officers and dwindling
funds, competitive sport is increasingly regarded
with a critical eye within the police.
There are various external surveys which
recommend that the individual federal states
should reduce competitive sports.
To preclude this, the DPSK started a ‘campaign
for police sport during working hours‘ back in
2003, aiming at moving away from an exclusive
focus on competitive sports to include other fields
of police sport during working hours.
Further measures taken by the DPSK of its own
accord were to reduce the competition schedule
for German Police Championships and to adjust
the latter to modern sports disciplines and to the
Sports Calendar of the USPE.

POR ~ Chief Superintendent
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To justify the large amount of funds and
personnel employed during German Police
Championships and to improve public relations,
more and more attempts at combining
championships with police shows or similar
events in one location are being made.
For sport, this encompasses a positive side
effect, as the audience at a police show will also
attend police sports events (e.g. 2006 EPC
Football, final round in Germany).
Apart from that, personnel and material
resources during championships can be saved
by trying to integrate a police championship into
a local, external championship (e.g. marathon,
triathlon).
A further police sports-related public relations
measure is to oblige top athletes within the
German police forces to participate in German
Police Championships and, thus, enhance the
status of the respective championship in a
media-effective way.
In addition, an annual event honouring top police
athletes which has taken place in different federal
states since 2000 attaches particular importance
to competitive sports.
On that occasion, tribute is not only being paid to
top athletes who are partly exempt from work, but
also to those police athletes who have achieved
their sporting successes without being exempt
from work.

2.2. Promotion of high performance sports
In the recent past we have seen an increase in
the promotion of top athletes in the federal
states. The driving force behind this refers to
national and state policies which aim at
increasingly supporting sport in general within the
Federal Republic of Germany. This is put into
practice by launching sports promotion groups
and a promotion scheme which embraces a
partial exemption from working hours, closely
linked to the competition schedule of the
respective athlete. However, the indispensable
prerequisite for top athletes joining the police is
that they undergo police training/studies within
the police and successfully complete this
training/studies. During initial police training
athletes only have the possibility of prolonging
their period of initial training.
Joining the police for the sole reason of using a
person’s sporting skills is not possible.
2.3. Training in operational policing tactics
In recent years police operations have seen a
considerable increase in violence and the police
have to respond accordingly by adopting
appropriate concepts.
For this purpose, the federal states have
intensified their “training in operational policing
tactics” over the past years and trained/further
trained operational instructors in addition to
existing sports teachers.
Due to the high physical and psychological
demands made on officers during operational

tactics training, officers have to meet some
indispensable basic requirements for this tactical
training, i.e. they must have a certain level of
physical fitness.
This is where police sport practised during
working hours comes in, as it makes sure that
sport provides the necessary prerequisites
enabling officers to successfully undergo
operational tactics training.
2.4 Sport for health & fitness and injury
prevention
Back in 2001, the DPSK recommended that the
federal states should introduce sport for health &
fitness as well as injury prevention in their
respective states. This was not meant to lead to
an “increase in police sport during working
hours“, but was to result in a more target-groupspecific range of sporting activities on offer to
appeal to all age groups and, thus, guarantee a
high level of performance amongst police officers
until they reach retirement age.
In the meantime, all federal states have
incorporated sport for health & fitness and injury
prevention into their individual sports decrees
whose implementation is making headway.
For the purpose of putting sport for health &
fitness and injury prevention into practice, the
DPSK has conducted four seminars since 2004
in order to sensitise senior officials from the
ministries of the interior and sports as well as the
senior management of the police to this specific
issue.
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Apart from theoretical knowledge, this seminar
also offers some practical health & fitness and
injury prevention elements to sensitise senior
police decision makers of the federal states by
applying the principle of “learning by doing”.
2.5 Corporate health management
Corporate health management represents a
network of institutions working hand in hand in
various fields of activity. In this context, people
are recommended to behave in certain ways in
order to develop an adequate corporate
response to demographic developments and the
simultaneous prolongation of working life.
For example, this includes pastoral support
programmes, police psychological services as
well as police doctors.
This network also embraces sport for health &
fitness and injury prevention, a fact which

underlines that the latter cannot be regarded in
isolation.
3. Public relations/networking
Currently the DPSK forms part of a network of
important sports organisations and/or sports
decision-making bodies.
The latter embrace entities such as the German
Olympic Sports Confederation, the State Sport
Federations, the German Olympic Association
and police sports associations.
Furthermore, the DPSK is striving to intensify its
endeavours to further relations both internally
(e.g. German Police University or technical
colleges for public administration) and externally
(e.g. universities, colleges of physical education).

4. Senior police officers
The development of police sport is highly
dependent on the open-mindedness, acceptance
and support provided by senior police officers at
all levels. The latter are increasingly caught up in
the midst of organisational goals and staff
expectations. For this reason, seminars,
meetings or other events must be carried out at a
state level aiming to strengthen senior officers’
self-responsibility and to win them over to defend
the interests of police sport.
Only if the necessity of police sport during
working hours becomes enshrined in the hearts
and minds of senior police officers will we be able
to successfully implement police sport on a broad
front.
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Harry Brüngger, Switzerland

Security providing of international
sport competitions

3rd European Police Sports Conference
of the USPE
St. Petersburg 25. – 28. September 2009

UEFA EURO 2008 T M


Overview about EURO 2008 TM



Overview organisation Euro 2008 SA



Overview security at EURO 2008TM



Success factors
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European Football Championship, 7 - 29 June 2008
Third largest sports event worldwide
31 matches in three weeks
1.1 mio spectators in stadiums

Organisation Euro 2008 SA


100% Company of UEFA



Mandated by the 2 hostfootball associations



responsible for organizing the tournament
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EURO 2008 took over the main tasks for the

– Organisation of matches
– Cooperation with authorities of hosting countries
– Production of the TV signal
– Ticketing
– Volunteering
– Security
– Side events
Organisation Euro 2008 SA

COO Office
Special Projects
Tournament Office Austria
Tournament Office Switzerland
Event Management
Media
Venue Management



 Venue & Event Management
Sports Logistics
Security
Local Transport
Liaison Authorities
Volunteers
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Safety and Security - Competences in CH
Public Security:

Private Security:

Official authorities on public grounds (police)
In private domains (as an exception)

 Private events
Clear defined range
Limited skiills from the organizing associations (ÖFB
& SFV) delegated to EURO 2008-management

Safety and Security - Aim

No incidents

Secure environment for all visito rs

Experienced personnel

Friendly and helpful staff

Adequate deployment
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S&S Organisation in CH
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Security main tasks







Basic Security concept for Austria & CH
Security concepts of stadiums
Security for team hotels, team transfer hotels, referee hotels and UEFA hotels
Security for training camps
Side events
I n v o l v e d i n 1 6 p r o j e c t s ( 3 1 ) w i t h i n Euro 2008 SA

Provided services - Teams
Medical Care



Local Medical Officers (LMO) on stand -by (24/7)
LMO allocated to each Team Base Camp

Fire Service


Standard procedures of the ground in place
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Team Base Camps (8+1) and Transfer Hotels (8)


Security of hotel areas, access areas, surroundings



Access control



Team areas are guarded 24/24



Training grounds are observed 24/24



During press conferences



Arrival and departure of teams
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Phases
Reduced control (certain areas outer perimeter)
Control of the stadium by stadium security
Access control to stadium
+
Increased security during final training
Closing of outer perimeter (coordinat ion with police forces)
Surveillance of whole area by stadium security
Opening 3h before kick-off
Control procedure at outer and inner perimeter
Dimension Stadium - league match

Set-up
days to
MD-1

MD-1

MD

Dimension Stadium -Match-Day EURO 2008TM
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Team support
Each team was supported by a:
 Team Liasion Officer TLO (assigned by Euro 2008 SA)
 Team Security Liasion Officer TSLO (assigned by the federal police; when playing in another country as the
base camp was set -up: 1 additional TSLO)
 UEFA Media Officer
Figures Euro 2008
Spectators
No. of days on duty - Swiss Police
No. of days on duty - French + German Police
Injured persons
Custodial measures
Criminal ads
No. of checked UEFA accreditations
Entry bans issued by the Federal Police
Rejections at the border / due to entry ban

4’8 14’000
50’000
50’000
2’850
1’000
420
45’000
230
702 / 110

Success factors






International cooperation
Public transports concept
Media work
Police: 3-D Strategy (Dialog, Deeskalation, Durchgreifen)
Police: Hooliganism prevention
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Frank Grelak, Germany
Dear Dr. Podlipniak, Dear Mr. President, Dear
Fellow-Officers,
Ladies and Gentlemen
I would like to thank you very much for giving me
the opportunity to talk about doping prevention
rd
on the occasion of this 3 USPE Congress in St.
Petersburg.
1.

Review

Since 2004 the USPE has conducted doping
controls during European Police Championships.
Ever since this policy was introduced, the topics
‘doping’ and ‘doping prevention’ have been
important issues in European police sport.
The USPE has enshrined the WADA World AntiDoping Code in its rules and regulations.
Currently, the USPE member states are about to
incorporate their own National Anti-Doping
Codes into their respective bodies of rules.
2.

Implementation of the National Anti-Doping
Code within the framework of German
police sport and within the German Police
Sports Board of Trustees (DPSK)

The German Police Sports Board of Trustees
constitutes an association entrusted with specific
tasks within the German Olympic Sports
Confederation. In accordance with the decisions
taken by the Federal Ministry of the Interior the
German Olympic Sports Confederation has

adopted the World Anti-Doping Code (WADA) as
well as the National Anti-Doping Code (NADA).
In order to comply with both WADA and NADA
requirements, the following conditions must be
met:
 Commitment on the part of the DPSK to
embrace the anti-doping fight in Germany by
taking the respective decisions with regard to
police sport.
 Submission of an annual anti-doping report
to governmental institutions.
 Committing athletes taking part in
international championships to honouring the
Code by concluding personal athlete
agreements within the framework of police
sport.
 Concluding anti-doping agreements with fulltime and part-time staff working in the field of
police sport.
For this reason, the Executive Board of the
DPSK set up a working group on doping
prevention in 2004.
In my capacity as then Vice-President of the
DPSK I was entrusted with chairing this working
group.
Since then the working group has developed
several possibilities of prevention work in police
sport.

The ultimate goal has been and will be to prevent
and combat doping in German police sport and to
simultaneously develop anti-doping measures.
This means that it is of particular importance to
sensitise young athletes, young police recruits
and police officers to this issue.
The proposals submitted by the working group
have been discussed and agreed with all
delegates from the federal states and the Federal
Police.
Against this backdrop, the delegates took the
decision to create the position of an anti-doping
official within the German Police Sports Board of
Trustees.
I was appointed to this position by the delegates
at the annual meeting of the DPSK and made a
member of the Executive Board alongside the
Chairman and the Vice-Chair.
The Anti-Doping Official has to perform the
following tasks:
1.
Coordination of all preventive measures
within the German Police Sports Board of
Trustees.
2.

Contact person and coordinator regarding
cooperation with the Ministry of the Interior,
the German Olympic Sports Confederation
as well as the National Anti-Doping
Agency.
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Preventive measures taken by the German
Police Sports Board of Trustees include:
1.

2.

3.

Athlete education
What is doping, which are the competent
entities, which are the medical rules of
procedure governing competitive sports?
Athlete’s declaration
Competition invitations and invitations to
national police championships commit
athletes to actively combat doping in sport.
The participants undertake to support the
global fight against all forms of physical
manipulation.
Preventive controls
In preparation trainings prior to European
Police Championships, controls are always

conducted in accordance with the
international “standards for testing” and
accompanied by doping education
presentations.
These controls always aim at preparing
inexperienced police athletes for European
Police Championships.

Prospects for the future in a nutshell
The DPSK is committed to combating doping in
Germany while undertaking to recognise the
WADA and the NADA code, respectively.
The DPSK has created the permanent position of
an Anti-Doping Official who acts as a coordinator
and contact person.
Each athlete participating in an international
competition on behalf of the German Police
Sports Board of Trustees is obliged to sign the
athlete’s agreement.

Any violation of provisions entails both sportsrelated sanctions and consequences under the
civil service law.
In my capacity as Anti-Doping Official of the
German Police Sports Board of Trustees I should
like to conclude by encouraging the creation of a
similar, permanent international position within
the USPE whose holder would serve as a contact
point for athletes, attendants, coaches and
officials alike.
My wish for the future embraces fair European
Police Championships which are taking place in
a doping-free environment.
Thank you very much for your attention.
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